
1 JACOB MARKSTROM FLA 2008-31             1 0

2 ROBIN LEHNER  OTT 2009-46          2 0

3 ANTON KHUDOBIN BOS 2004-206          3 0

4 EDDIE LACK  VAN Undrafted          5 1 

5 FREDERIK ANDERSEN ANH 2012-82          19 14

6 NIKLAS SVEDBERG BOS Undrafted          25 19

7 MATT HACKETT  BUF 2009-77          13 6

8  JAKE ALLEN  STL 2008-34                    10 2

9 PETR MRAZEK  DET 2010-141          21 12

10 JOHN GIBSON  ANH 2011-37          34 24

11 ALEX STALOCK  SJS 2005-112                 7 -4

12 MAGNUS HELLBERG NSH 2011-32          40 28

13 KEVIN POULIN  NYI 2008-126          8 -5

14 ANDERS NILSSON  NYI 2009-62          11 -3

15 DARCY KUEMPER  MIN 2009-161          26 11 

16 MARTIN JONES  LAK Undrafted          16 0

17 RICHARD BACHMAN DAL 2006-120          9 -8

18 JEFF ZATKOFF  PIT 2006-74           15 -3

19 CHAD JOHNSON  PHX 2006-125          14 -5

20 DUSTIN TOKARSKI MTL  2008-122                  17 -3

21 JACK CAMPBELL  DAL 2010-11                  18 -3

22 MARK VISENTIN  PHX 2010-27              27 5 

23 MALCOLM SUBBAN BOS 2012-24          46 23

24 ANDREI VASILEVSKI TBL 2012-19          45 21

25 PHILIPP GRUBAUER WSH 2010-112           24 -1

After posting a .920 SV% and 5-5-1 record in March, Markstrom was the victim of 
a Panthers team that fell apart in April. He was 2-6-0 in eight games through 2/24 
with a .881 SV% and 4.16 GAA, but played way better than the stats showed.   

With Anderson back in the lineup, Lehner has been limited to just three games in 
April, allowing just eight goals on 105 shots, which is a .924 SV%. He was 4-3-4 in 
11 games with a .936 SV% in OTT, and clearly one of the best long-term keepers.  
 
Khudobin is 2-1-1 in his last four games, and has stopped 113 of his last 124 
shots, a .911 SV%. He’s still unbeaten at home (4-0-1) with a .944 SV%, and his 
.939 PPSV% (62 saves on 66 shots) is unreal for a guy playing in just 14 games.

With Ben Bishop and Ben Scrivens graduating last month, some goalies that 
haven’t earned a rise in the ranking will still move up. Lack is one of those goal-
ies, as his rehab from season-ending hip surgery will continue into the off-season. 

Andersen almost single-handedly put Norfolk in the playoffs, but they missed it by 
only two points. He was 4-4-0 with a .923 SV% in April and finished the season 
24-18-1 with a 2.19 GAA and .929 SV%. His GAA was 3rd overall for AHL rookies. 

No long-term prospect impressed me more this season than Svedberg. The AHL 
Goalie of the Year got stronger as the season progressed, going 5-0-0 in April with 
a 1.40 GAA and .950 SV%. He finished 37-8-2 with a 2.17 GAA and .925 SV%.

The change of scenery was a nice fresh start, as Matt went 3-0 with a .955 SV% 
for Rochester after the trade. He ended the regular season 22-20-3 with a 2.59 
GAA and .911 SV%, and will face Toronto in the first round of the AHL playoffs.    

Allen has established himself as a full-time NHL goalie by going 9-4-0 with a 2.46 
GAA and .905 SV% in 15 games. He’s an RFA this summer and will earn a new 
contract, but Halak and Elliott are also signed, so stay patient with his progress.   

Even though Jimmy Howard’s new six-year deal has a NM/NT clause, there’s no 
denying that Petr is still a top long-term prospect. He went just 2-7-1 in his last 10 
games for Grand Rapids, but finished 23-16-2 with a 2.33 GAA and .916 SV%.     

Combined with his unreal performance in the 2013 World Juniors, Gibson’s 2.17 
GAA and .946 SV% in the OHL playoffs is more proof he’s ready for the pro ranks. 
The only knock against his long-term value may be the hip/head injury concerns.  

With Greiss becoming an UFA this summer, Stalock will have his chance to back 
up Niemi next season. But he struggled in April, going just 2-4-1 with a 3.14 GAA 
and .892 SV%. He finished the season 17-16-1 with a 2.60 GAA and .912 SV%.      
 
Just like in his draft year, Hellberg exploded in the second half of the season and 
finished strong. He was the AHL Player of the Week on 4/21 after going 4-0-0 with 
a .936 SV% and 2 shutouts. He also finished with the best rookie GAA (2.14).     

Despite Kevin’s lack of playing time, he’s entrenched as New York’s backup...for 
now. If the Islanders re-sign Evgeni Nabokov, there’s a good chance he’ll have to 
spend another year in Bridgeport, unless the Isles opt to buy out Rick DiPietro.     

Nilsson was pegged for a major drop in the revamped rankings, but that changed 
when he finally returned to the lineup on 4/20. The mysterious injury is behind 
him, and he stopped 47 of 50 shots in two games to close out the regular season.  

With Hackett out of the picture in Minnesota and Johan Gustafsson possibly 
spending another year in Sweden, the future rests solely with Kuemper. He went 
3-1-2 with a 2.08 GAA and .916 SV% for the Wild, not an easy task as a rookie.    

The first half of Martin’s season was abysmal, but after finishing April with a six-
game winning streak, he deserves to stay 16th overall. He went 6-2-0 in April with 
a .940 SV% and finished the season with a 2.53 GAA, .919 SV% and 5 shutouts.  

Bachman won some massive games for Dallas down the stretch in April, going 
3-1-0 in four games and stopping 102 of 109 shots (.936 SV%). But even with the 
strong play, there’s no guarantee he will be a part of Dallas’ plans next season.    

Jeff finished the regular season with the best GAA in the AHL (1.93), and posted 
a 26-20-0 record with a .920 SV%. But despite his stellar play, Tomas Vokoun is 
signed through next season, so his NHL expectancy is on hold for the time being.    

Chad bounced between Portland and Phoenix in February, March, and April, and 
did well in some sticky NHL situations. He finished the AHL season 16-15-1 with 
a 3.00 GAA and .903 SV% and was 2-0-2 with a .954 SV% in four NHL games.   

When the Habs re-signed Peter Budaj to a new two-year contract, it was a major 
“death blow” to Tokarski’s opportunity to back up Carey Price next year. He went 
6-8-0 with a 2.22 GAA and .927 SV% with Hamilton to end the AHL season.   

Jack made some nice improvements in the second half and won three of his last 
four games, finishing the season 19-13-3 with a 2.65 GAA and .905 SV%. He’s a 
work in progress with a reputation for being overrated, but I don’t see it that way.  

Mark won the last two games of his season for Portland and finished his rookie 
campaign 15-12-1 with a 2.98 GAA and .903 SV%. Clearly one of the top pros-
pects available, he’ll look to improve upon those numbers next season.   

Boston has a crowded crease with Khudobin and Svedberg behind Rask, but 
Subban might have the most promise of them all. He’s at the top of his game right 
now, going 9-3-0 with a 1.72 GAA, .937 SV%, and 3 shutouts in 12 playoff games. 

Beyond posting a 1.93 GAA and .930 SV% in 27 regular-season games for Tolpar 
UFA in the MHL, the top-ranked Russian prospect also posted a 2.22 GAA and 
.924 SV% in his first eight KHL games for Ufa, a solid feat for the 18-year-old.  

After posting a 15-9-2 record with a 2.25 GAA and .919 SV%, Grubauer finished 
the season seventh overall in GAA for the AHL (4th for rookies). He went 4-3-0 
in April with a 2.45 GAA and .902 SV% and faces Providence in the first round.      

APRIL 24, 2013
With the NHL’s regular season ending this weekend, I felt it 

was time for a major revamp of the Top-100. With the focus 
shifting from a current snapshot of likely NHL goalies to a pro-
jection of future long-term starters, this revised ranking is a look 
at who has the best potential to be a “franchise” elite goalie.

Suffice to say, you’ll see some drastic changes below. John 
Gibson, Magnus Hellberg, Niklas Svedberg, Petr Mrazek, Mal-
colm Subban, and Andrei Vasilevski all deserve some signifi-
cant boosts, while older prospects, and those expected to reach 
their ceiling as NHL backups, have dropped accordingly. 

I’ve also added a handful of new names that have the poten-
tial to turn into hidden gems. This list is led by Calgary’s new 
goalie from Switzerland, Reto Berra, and Winnipeg’s all-college 
tandem of Juho Olkinuora and Connor Hellebuyck. 

E-mail Justin at any time: justin@thehockeyguild.com
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